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Purpose
The non-surgical treatment of the prostate carcinoma (PC) exist an increased acceptance of the patients. Prerequisite is however an appropriate monitoring as well as the possibility of the restaging (response). To date the inspection results after primary irradiation through the determination of the PSA-NADIR ("Nadir", arabic = base point, deepest PSA value after therapy). After the ASTRO criteria, a recurrent tumor growth exist if a PSA increase of <1.5 ng/ml is detectable. The so-called Bounce phenomenon and the recurrent inflammatory reaction of the prostate tissue demarcate frequently the exact biochemical estimation of the PSA value. After the first hormone therapy of the recidivating prostate carcinoma, presently yet no exact PSA value is determined as a guideline.

Methods and Materials
We examined 8 patients (4/4) before and after radiation therapy or anti-androgen therapy (after 9-12 month). We used a high field MRT (3 Tesla, Magnetom TIM TRIO, SIEMENS Medical, Germany) in the context with a body matrix coil. The multiparametric MRI (mpMRI) includes TSE T2w (TR/TE/flip angle = 4000/125/120°, slice thickness 4 mm), GE-EPI DWI transverse (ADC MAP, b=200,400,800), 1H-3DCSI-spectroscopy (TR/TE = 750/145, 8 acq, 0.4 cm³ voxel), flash-3D T1w transverse (DCE, dynamic contrast enhancement, TR/TE = 8.61/3.33, flip angle = 12°, slice thickness 3 mm, 0 to 6 min, 4 sec/Acq, 7.5 ml Gadovist®, Bayer Healthcare, 5 ml/sec, mean curve analysis), TSE T1w fat supressed transverse (TR/TE/flip angle = 550/9/40°, slice thickness 5 mm, late contrast enhancement). This standardized measurement is carried out in the Dept. of Radiology of the St. George Hospital, Leipzig for 5 years and it was applied within 1500 patients. The analysis of the ADC value, the signal intensity of the T2-weighted imaging and the slope of the DCE SI curve were requisitioned to judgment of the tumor response.

Results
All 8 patients showed a volume reduction after the radiation therapy and anti-androgen therapy (mean 38.3 ml ± 7.6 ml to 32.4 ml ± 6.1 ml). Decisively the amending of the ADC value (DWI) within the tumor (linear, b=200/b=800), that was increased at the 4 patients after radiation therapy from mean $0.87 \times 10^{-3}$ mm²/s ± 0.21 to 1.23 $\times 10^{-3}$ mm²/s ± 0.30. Patients under antiandrogenic therapy (n=4) showed no significant improvement of the ADC value ($0.91 \times 10^{-3}$ mm²/s to $1.02 \times 10^{-3}$ mm²/s) (Figure 3 and 4). The disguising of the hypointense tumor lesion in T2w was certain in the group of the radiation therapy based on the signal reduction of the gland in the outer zone (Figure 1 and 2). The peak enhancement of the curve in the DCE MRI 1 year after treatment in both groups was not significantly changed.
The flattening of the initial enhancement slope of the signal curve (mean $15.3\%\pm13.4\%$/10.5\%\pm9.1\%) was comparable in both groups. The curve is by the therapy (radiotherapy and antiandrogenic therapy) in the individual patient changed in different ways. The variable reactions of the endothelial cells, the local different influences on the micro vascularisation and the intra and extra vascular replacement of the Gadolinium in the tumor tissue are responsible for ensuring. In the spectroscopic analysis was shown after 1 year of treatment in both groups a marked metabolic insufficiency of the prostate, such that the ratio between Citrate and Choline were diagnostically not usable.

**Conclusion**

The response of a prostate carcinoma can be judged by multi parametric analysis in the mpMRT (3 Tesla). Leading parameter is the variation of the diffusion weighting imaging (increase of the ADC value). The dynamic contrast examination (DCE MRI) seems too inexact for the estimation of the vascularisation of the tumor because an appropriate vessel-model of the prostate is missing. A variable volume reduction through both therapies was to be expected. This is not surprising at first. The uses of the Phoenix Criteria for prevention of recurrence of prostate MRI are complemented by the multiparametric MRI (mpMRI) in clinical practice. The European Association of Urology (EAU) declares that MRI may help from a PSA value of 1-2 ng/ml to detect a further relapse of tumor growing. The observation of the therapy of prostate carcinoma under application of the local transcutaneous radiotherapy as well as the anti-androgenic therapy opens a new perspective on these treatments. If positive effects are immediately shown in the illustration of these therapies, is also the acceptance of the patients improved significantly. PSA value and DWI (ADC value) are quite capable of the positive effects of local and systemic, not surgical therapy. With the high-field MRI (3 Tesla) can the prostate without endorectal coil be examined. Thereby the acceptance is improved by the patient. Further studies on the changes of the tissue structure and functional parameters of the prostate cancer in MRI have to validate these initial results.
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Figure 3: MRI, prostate, DWI (ADC MAP), tumor left dorsal (arrow), ADC value $0.88 \times 10^{-3} \text{mm}^2/\text{s}$, before radiotherapy.

Figure 4: MRI, prostate, DWI (ADC MAP), tumor left dorsal (arrow), ADC value $1.32 \times 10^{-3} \text{mm}^2/\text{s}$, 12 month after radiotherapy.